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I am writing this swiftly to explain some paradoxes that are going around in the
so called 'life' we are living in nowadays. Don't forget this planet is largely taken
over by the enemy. The enemy is not some 'social' or 'ideological' clique. It goes
deeper.

The enemy has hidden a lot of laws in regards to how life works. Also, the Torah
and the enemy religions (Which are programs given by aliens to the jews, and
Gentiles feed these energy) have 'laws' in them. For example, free money for the
jews, blessed are the stupid and the weak, self destruction is beautiful and brings
results and the list goes on. These rules, since they are believed by the mass
mind, are made real. We can call this ((('relative' reality))). This is the reality the
jews have created, and inside this, the jews are crowned kings and gods,
everyone accepts their lies and abuse etc. This is where most people are, since
they are weak by choice, and choose to be stupid.

The person whose message I saw, so I decided to post this, in the group, was
dissatisfied. They were asking, why do people who smoke pot and do nothing
with their existence, do win let's say, millions of dollars in lotteries? If we in the
first place assume this is 'real', then...

Sometimes it's luck, sometimes it's chart, sometimes many factors. Sometimes it
is better to not care or compare one's self as everyone is an individual. One is
wasting one's time. How "good" or "bad" life is, is highly relative, and wealth or
impoverishment has many levels. Mental, spiritual and physical.

Aside from this, part of the jewtrix and its demoralization agenda is uneven and
unjust distribution of income. With the infinite money the jews have siphon from
parasitism in centuries of usury, now they are making their own rules and
financial system.

Where a criminally insane rapper gets paid more than hundreds of legit workers
combined, to name one example. This is part of the demoralization and
aggressive agenda against the host populations that keep the jews in their midst.
They do this to cause exactly this: a mindfuck for those observing these dumb
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phenomena.

First of all, having a very 'lucky' chart doesn't mean anything else. Every chart
has a Saturn. Many people can be financially nice, and they may suffer from
diseases. Others may seem like they have it all, but they have the intelligence of
a peanut. Sometimes, this is also EXACTLY why they have everything. What are
they going to do with millions? Buy more pot and make the jews richer?

Excellent. This is the useless thing the jews want to help. The jews have wrecked
global economy and this pattern can be observed elsewhere. To name one
example see immigrants in Europe that get paid double pensions contrast to
people who have worked for decades. So they can breed more mohammed in
Europe and Jihad it. For legit people that want to work, this or that is needed, and
the list goes.

This can happen because the jews have amassed the so called capital that can
form economies on its own. The enemy creates the rules of such.

Parasites get more than productive citizens, the productive cannot produce, most
people are in false and bad positions for them etc. As Marx says in the capital the
jews use work as a means to enslave. Our side uses it for liberation and
creativity, then providing.

Anyway, most of 'luck', or 'misfortune' alike, is seated in the natal chart, then in
one's mental programming, then in many other factors. Nobody has it the same,
and to ask otherwise would also be useless. The key is to be powerful, then the
rest can be achieved. There are many factors that are factoring in, not just one.

What I write below is not TOTAL, and they enemy has ranging levels of power,
over ranging conditions and situations. It ranges. So, keep that in mind.

The enemy being an alien slaver overlord, gives a lot of things to dumb and
useless people, and useful and intelligent people are rotting on the bottom of the
food chain. This is why the people who hold the power, like workers for example,
are exploited. By their own energy, admission, and acceptance does the jewtrix
run- they feed it, maintain it, and sustain it.

The enemy literally vampirizes them and with mental tricks, steals their labor.
Doesn't matter if the Gentile is on a high-level position either. The jews will
ALWAYS try to coerce and control such Gentiles. So, nobody is free from the jew.
This is done on a global spectrum.



These people aren't dumb as well, because they have the power, but they don't
dare move one inch because of threats. Which obviously shows that they are
running on borrowed fuel.

If you look around you, the jews are constantly creating "RULES" about people.
From hollywood, to 'life advice', to 'radio', they create "rules", many of which are
ingrained into the subconscious of people and taken as 'normal life'. "You cannot
have wealth and love together, your health will suffer!". Just who said so? The
jews, playing "God", do create a false reality.

They blame Satan for wanting to steal "God's" position, but it’s the kikes who
have done it. If we can say the universe is God (as in Nature), and has some
rules, the jews have superimposed their own rules, upon the rules of the
universal consciousness that we call "God/ Nature". Satan fights for their
restoration. Satanism is the actual adherence to these rules and working by their
side.

Now, "Nature" on her own can be quite unjust or cruel without reason. This is up
to us to fix, coming and completing nature's laws and dictates. We must not
deviate. However this does not concern the jews at all. No matter what it means
for civilization, since they are aliens with intention of wrecking everything, they do
what they do anyway.

Not only kikes are not in any 'league' with this universal
consciousness/"God"/Nature, but nature seems to have cursed this abominable
people quite a deal. Just look on how they look like ghouls, million times uglier
than the ugliest gentiles, their horrible health (beyond imagination and it's
genetic, not to other factors), and many other psychopathies these people have.

They get back to nature and through all this self-hatred, they are motivated in
everything that is unnatural, ugly, and destructive. They do this as payback to
destroy Satan's creation, because Satan took care of his creation. Their masters
did not.

You see, these 'rules' made by jews are sometimes backed up by nature, since
everyone has a Saturn so to say, but, if you pay close attention, these are FAR
WORSE than the native Saturn.

Why would the universe want to fucking kill you, for example? Why would the
universal consciousness desire that you burn eternally in agonizing pain? Doesn't



make sense.

Well it's not really the universe, it’s the jewish parasite, if we are talking in
'civilized world'. Through creating one's mind set for destruction ("Love thy
enemies goy"), the most minor negative influence manifests in the worse and
most abominable ways. Then the person is destroyed.

Kim (((loved her enemy))) and abusive muslim Mohammed. She was trying to be
(((Miley Cyrus "slut"))), because she thought (((it was "cool"))), she was trying to
be ((("progressive"))). Mohammed had beat her constantly, but she decided to
give him one last chance because she was (((sorry))) for how (((unfaithful)))
Mohammed’s life was. Kim ended up in a meat grinder kebab one day, after a
tough argument with Mohammed. Mohammed was told since a very young age,
that ((("God"))) loves you better if you kill ((("Western Sluts"))), because that's
what’s supported by the Quran. (((God Bless))).

This is why we have trash leading the planet, the foulest jews on (((leadership))
positions, races are going extinct and are being made into minced beef into a
cooking multicultural pot.

So all these people you see outside do not make assumptions on how fine they
are. On top of that, they are cursed by the jewtrix itself, and the jews ride them
like cattle too, let alone universal hardship that exists based on natural law. They
are sufferers. If you think these people are happy, you are fooling yourself. They
are not. They aren't even conscious for a big part, and most of them are just like
trapped and watching their life, completely out of control go away. Perfect slaves.

On top of the jewtrix are however, Nature's rules, such as the survival of the
fittest, force, the law of causality, and many other things. However, inside the so
called 'jewtrix', these rules are modified to fit the jewish society. For example,
everyone knows the ugly, repulsive, goo-ey guy that gets all the women, or the



ugly jewish skank that is made into a 'goddess' and worshiped by everyone for
her 'beauty'.

This is because people are programmed to behave in such a way, and without
wanting to sound too sci-fi, they are sort of like PROGRAMMED to act in that
way. Few people are conscious to an extent to be rationed with. This is why all
around you, you see people who engage in self destruction and many other alien
things. Another thing, look at how a kike farts something out of its mouth, and
everyone accepts it as 'true'. No matter what shit is being said, it is accepted.
Why?

Because the 'Goyim' are programmed to accept the jews in any and all ways,
and treat them as Gods. Remember, they are worshipping a rabbi on the stick.
Unconsciously they believe in a jew, and their life and soul is devoted to a jew.
This doesn't deal on the reasoning of the conscious mind, or they would escape.

This goes deeper into the subconscious mind, and weak brains that are
programmed since infancy, eventually succumb. This can also last lifetimes for
the weak. If you don't get into this whole "video game" (Which you may
occasionally have to log in for...survival reasons), they will not have much
influence on you.

However, given their power has almost been total, our freedom and our forward
going as entities are DIRECTLY tied into destroying and spiritually subverting this
system. We will never, ever, EVER be free, and we will die (this goes to all
humans) if we don't fight. This is for your personal sake as well.

I don't know how 'high' and 'comfortable' you are in life, or how low, but you have
a Saturn, and the jews have made it their purpose to uplift this negativity to
hundredfold, creating hostile and dangerous societies (This is why they force
miscegenation, immigration, promote criminality, don't allow people to work
decently on their dharmic path etc.) to manifest only Saturn.

Jupiter or positivity is tried to be minimized. From a macro-perspective, this is just
forcing all the Goyim on 'reduction' (Bad Saturn) while for themselves, they keep
'expansion' (Jupiter).

Does that make sense as to why there is so much injustice all over the world?
And why so many decent people are suffering while living trash just does nothing
but sit as a tick on the neck of potentially better people? Because a parasitic
organism hive mind is making the rules of the world now.

They have programmed reality to work that way. Because it's an actual, goddamn



system. Look at a xian spewing bible verses, same how an internet bot spews
computer program code, and you will see what I mean. Now, why does the 'bible'
have so many 'coded' shit that is in 'contradiction'?

Because it's PERFECT for the unconscious mind for it to BE that way. This way
they include everyone, and every phase of life. For example, there are things for
when one is poor to become poorer, or when one is rich so they can become
poor. There are verses for the healthy and the unhealthy, so that everyone can
become unhealthy. etc. Because of the nature of that manuscript, it could never,
EVER be straight forward. Why is being UNHEALTHY or DEAD even "GOOD" in
the bible? Because guess what, it makes the jews rich. And human hating aliens,
happy and laughing. That's all. It doesn't benefit neither one's self, one's family,
or one's society. But it benefits the jew, and the jews in power, and those who
hate humanity.

This is why the enemy recreates the weak, the slaves, the morally inferior, the
cowards, the democrats, and many other crap that goes around. It's their perfect
profit. They do this because they hate humanity and they like to have cattle, not
humans around them. Since the enemy is very weak on some levels, everything
in society has been turned into meekness and submission, so that the inferior jew
can reign supreme over all others. This is why they are gradually sissifying
people, dumbing them down with drugs, preoccupying people in all these bizarre
ways. If you pay close attention however, no matter what one does, their life,
finances, are being siphoned in the jewish system for its enlargement.

Fear not however: not only these things can be bent, but the laws of nature can
easily be superimposed very easily. I cannot go into details, but you can figure
this out for yourself. Your workings and personal power *CAN* bend these rules.
However, there are technical issues that only the Gods can help you with and
show you. They *WILL* if you are advanced enough.

You and We can overcome. Just devote yourself in doing what we have been
doing. Not only you help yourself, you are also helping Humanity. It’s a win-win
situation, for the first time ever, for Gentiles. And a lose-lose for the enemy.
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